CHAPTER FOUR

THE LABOR AND DELIVERY OF REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE FOR WORKERS: THE POST-DOBBS WORKFORCE

Reproductive injustice affects who can get work, who can go to work, and who can stay at work.

It is October 2022. A human resources worker in Arizona is deciding which candidate will best fit the middle-management position that just opened at a bath products company. They look at the files in front of them. One is a profile of a slightly more qualified woman of color who is single and age thirty. One is a profile of a slightly less qualified white man, age forty-five, who has a wife and two teenage children. Though there are a hundred levels of unconscious bias at play in this scenario, the argument the human resources worker makes to their department head is that they cannot possibly know whether the woman will get pregnant — by her own choice or not. She carries the liability of potential leaves and inconsistency. The woman candidate could not make any promises to the contrary in her interview. As bitter as that might have tasted, those promises were impossible to make. She knows that she could be assaulted and impregnated. And she knows that if she doesn’t realize that she is pregnant within a narrow timeframe — because she is reckoning with trauma and working at her job — carrying her forced pregnancy to term will not be her choice. It will be a government mandate.

On June 24, 2022, the Supreme Court in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization held that the Constitution of the United States does not confer a right to abortion. Never before had the Court revoked a right so fundamental to people’s lives. The opinion, authored by

1 Many laws passed to restrict abortion access do not account for menstrual realities and the amount of time it takes to determine if a person is pregnant. See Jennifer Weiss-Wolf, When “Six Weeks” Is Actually Two: Understanding Periods Is Essential to Fighting Abortion Bans, BRENAN CTR. FOR JUST. (Nov. 9, 2021), https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/analysis-opinion/when-six-weeks-actually-two-understanding-periods-essential-fighting [https://perma.cc/76CL-YYNE]. Menstrual and reproductive illiteracy hampers the inclusion of women in the workplace.
4 142 S. Ct. 2228 (2022).
5 Id. at 2242.
Justice Alito, argued that the right was not “deeply rooted in this Nation’s history and traditions” and thus should be at the discretion of individual states. A variegation at this scale creates a dearth of abortion access in half the country. By August 2022, “1 in 3 American women ha[d] already lost abortion access.” By the end of 2022, most abortions were banned in at least thirteen states. Dobbs entrenches and exacerbates the oppressions that exclude reproductive subjects from the job market. Corporate action has been sought as a solution, but workers with reproductive needs must be protected by the state. Section A of this Chapter examines how reproductive health care access affects who can enter the workforce. Section B lays out the potential corporate solutions that employers have offered and argues that they are stopgap measures and do not offer a true protection of reproductive freedom. Section C argues that solutions must come from the states and local governments, examining a familiar history of federal antidiscrimination law alongside an unfamiliar contemporary surge of support for pro-choice, direct-democracy measures as roadmaps for potential solutions.

A. Who Gets Hired? And Who Doesn’t Get Fired?

Access to abortion, contraception, and reproductive care affects who works. A dearth of abortion access disproportionately affects people of color and gender minorities (a term this Chapter uses to refer specifically to non-cis women who can get pregnant). Black, Brown, and Indigenous communities deal with higher rates of unintended pregnancy due to a lack of access to contraception and sex education; higher rates of forced pregnancy have been and will be imposed on racially marginalized people. Trans, nonbinary, and gender-nonconforming people who can become pregnant face intersecting barriers to health care that are compounded by a dearth of access to reproductive care. People who are already marginalized across multiple axes face compounding
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oppressions that limit their economic mobility. Workers who are active contributors to reproductive care — or who facilitate access to such care through advocacy or funding — face compounding conflicts and barriers to work in a post-

1. Disproportionate Exclusion of People of Color. — Restricting access to abortion will disproportionately affect people of color. Due to discrimination against pregnant workers and the negative impacts of forced births on socioeconomic outcomes and career prospects, people of color will be disproportionately excluded from the workforce. Many states that have passed outright or extreme bans on abortion are in the South, where nearly half of the country’s Black population lives. The South has a disproportionately high percentage of the Black and Latinx populations, despite being the regional home to less than forty percent of the total U.S. population. A lack of access also unduly burdens poor people, who cannot afford to cross state lines or access nonsurgical abortion pills and whose employment is less likely to provide opportunities for leave. Abortion access as an economic justice issue runs together with racial justice questions. Black and Brown people are 1.8 and 1.5 times more likely than white people to be in poverty, respectively. The average abortion patient already has one or more children, is in their late twenties, is low income, is unmarried, is in the first six weeks of their pregnancy, and is having their first abortion.

17 See id.
The later the abortion happens in a pregnancy, the more it costs. The further one must travel, the more it costs. The more complicated the procedure, the more it costs. The more legal barriers there are (that is, the potential for patients or providers to be sued or arrested), the more it costs. All of these factors mean that carrying a (safe) pregnancy is expensive, and, for many, unaffordable. In the United States, maternal morbidity is off par with other developed countries, costing society billions of dollars. In another aspect of reproductive injustice intersecting inextricably with racial injustice, maternal mortality and injury rates are extremely high for Black, Brown, and Indigenous people who can get pregnant. Even if a person can stay at work while pregnant, facing one of the most traumatic health outcomes of one’s life can take an immense toll on one’s overall life and ability to work because of the lingering effects from the intense physical pain. A forced pregnancy is not only the imposition of grave violations of bodily


25 See Gerson Uffalussy & Escalante, supra note 23.
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31 Black and Latinx women experience pregnancy and health complications at higher rates than white women, and this gap is increasing. See Press Release, Blue Cross Blue Shield, Blue Cross Blue Shield Association Study Reports Higher Childbirth Complication Rates for Black and Hispanic Women Regardless of Age (May 20, 2021), https://www.bcbs.com/press-releases/blue-cross-blue-shield-association-study-reports-higher-childbirth-complication [https://perma.cc/j62N-ZoJA].

autonomy and dignity, but also a massive economic burden — especially considering how the capacity to be pregnant can affect even prospective employment. In hiring for nontemporary positions, even the vaguest impression that a worker may be “vulnerable” to pregnancy can affect a decision at the outset. There is an implicit bias about “hyper-fertility” in Brown and Black women that has been cultivated over centuries, stemming from a history of reproductive oppression and the use of Brown and Black bodies to reproduce a workforce that upheld racialized capitalism. Without the possibility of abortion, and with limitations on contraception on the horizon, this implicit bias concerning fertility cannot be overridden by promises or reassurance from Brown and Black individuals in job interviews.

Due to gaps in the scope and enforceability of federal laws protecting pregnant people, pregnant workers are often discriminated against in the workplace and in hiring decisions. This fact reflects the acute need for choice about when one becomes pregnant, as well as for broader enforceable protections for pregnant people. The protections of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 (PDA), designed to prevent employer discrimination on the basis of pregnancy, do not require accommodations that are not provided to workers with different disability-based needs: workers from Oregon to South Carolina report being assigned tasks that they are physically hindered from doing (such as standing constantly or heavy lifting), then being suspended without pay when they cannot perform them. In spite of the legal obligations of employers, there is no enforcement unless overburdened pregnant workers expend time and money on a civil suit. After requesting
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38 Young v. United Parcel Serv., Inc., 575 U.S. 206, 229 (2015) (holding that an employer’s policy must be judged by whether it treats pregnant workers less satisfactorily than nonpregnant workers with similar work-related disabilities, such that if there are no legitimate reasons to differentiate, the employer must accommodate the pregnant worker under the PDA); see also Dina Bakst, Peggy Young’s Victory Is Not Enough, U.S. NEWS (Mar. 26, 2015, 1:00 PM), https://www.usnews.com/opinion/economic-intelligence/2015/03/26/peggy-young-supreme-court-victory-is-not-enough-for-pregnant-workers (Peggy Young’s Victory Is Not Enough).

39 Martin, supra note 14.
medical accommodations during a high-risk pregnancy, one worker was explicitly told, contrary to the law of the land: “You don’t get special treatment just for being pregnant.”40 Many workers are not legally trained and would not recognize this for the blatant lie that it is.

Twenty-three percent of parents report that they have “considered leaving a job because of discrimination or lack of reasonable accommodations during a pregnancy.”41 For several decades, the limited rules of the PDA were the only federal antidiscrimination and accommodation protections available to pregnant workers.42 The PDA applies only to employers with fifteen or more employees,43 and even in larger workplaces, it has often proven insufficient.44 Asking for a stool, to lift less weight, to cut delivery routes, or to have access to water or a bathroom must be justified by pointing to analogous accommodations provided for nonpregnant workers.45 This limits pregnant workers’ potential accommodations and also disincentivizes employers from offering any minor or major accommodations at all for any worker with a disability that is not mandated by law.

The negative effects resulting from avoiding compliance with these laws are especially severe for minimum-wage and temporary workers. Many of the jobs that hire on a temporally limited basis — such as secretaries, flight attendants, and clerical assistants — predominantly hire young women.46 Among employed women, sixty percent of Latinx and fifty-four percent of Black women work in service or sales/office occupations, sectors that are more likely to retain minimum wage and temporary workers.47 Nearly half of all women in the growing technology

40 Id.
44 See Bakst, supra note 38.
sector are on fixed-term contracts. These contracts increase an overall sense of job insecurity, especially for women. They make it easier to not renew a contract when a person becomes pregnant. They put pressure on family planning for workers who do wish to renew a contract.

Studies report stark differences in socioeconomic outcomes between women in the United States who received the abortion they sought and those who were denied access. Women who were denied abortions due to state restrictions (such as gestational limits) had higher odds of poverty six months after denial than those who were able to access the necessary care. The same study measured long-term effects, finding that women denied abortions were also more likely to remain in subjective poverty and to receive public assistance for five years after being denied care. Extending the analysis beyond poverty, women who were denied abortions were also more likely to experience multiple years of “economic hardship and insecurity.”

Access to abortion also affects workers’ planning in a statistically significant way by enabling long-term educational and employment planning; by contrast, a lack of access abrogates even imagined possibilities. In a study of the one-year plans of women seeking abortions, ensuring access to abortion enabled the women to articulate and execute their plans. A positive future outlook and implementation of educational, employment, and residential plans were more feasible for women who were able to attain the abortion they sought than those who were not. In a world where abortion will be significantly harder to access, regardless of a continued need for the procedure, these statistics merit close attention, especially when considering who will lose access most immediately. Some of the Black, Brown, and Indigenous people who will be affected in these ways are gender minorities, another
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49 Nicolas Morgenroth et al., Are Men or Women More Unsettled by Fixed-Term Contracts? Gender Differences in Affective Job Insecurity and the Role of Household Context and Labour Market Positions, 38 EUR. SOCIO. REV. 560, 570 (2022) (“Women are substantially more unsettled by fixed-term contracts than men across all household types. . . . Fixed-term employment . . . seems to add to existing gender inequalities on the labour market.”).
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compounding axis of identity-based marginalization that has restricted access to employment opportunities.

2. Disproportionate Exclusion of Gender Minorities. — A combination of gender and economic marginalization already places trans* and nonbinary workers in a difficult position when seeking jobs. The law too often fails to protect trans* folks who suffer aggressions and lack of opportunities at work. Now, for gender minorities who can get pregnant, a post-Dobbs landscape exacerbates exclusion from work. Further, lack of access to gender-affirming care, along with lack of abortion access, is another affront to bodily autonomy, gender definition, and long-term life planning for gender minorities. From the legislature or the bench, attacks on gender-affirming care tend to coincide, precede, or immediately follow restrictions on abortion access. Coalitions that engage in legal battles for gender equity often overlap directly with alliances for reproductive rights.

B. Employer Action as a Stopgap Measure

1. The Pro-Choice Corporation? — In the weeks following Dobbs, some abortion providers closed up shop. Some refused to shutter their windows or doors. Some lawyers critiqued the interpretive methods and political origins of Justice Alito’s majority opinion in Dobbs. Others marked the Court’s aggressive disregard for its own legitimacy and for stare decisis, calling out the active harms of the decisions (and of the entire Term), especially to marginalized peoples. Activists raised their voices and fists in the streets or went underground, considering ways to provide nonsurgical abortions or to move people in need of health care across state lines. Into the breach also came an unexpected ally: several prominent corporations who pledged to offer employees seeking to terminate pregnancies a few thousand dollars in abortion-related travel assistance.

Corporate employers providing abortion-travel funds are making transparent the complex legal and financial navigation necessary to access reproductive care. What do the evolving promises of companies mean for the workers who will receive those benefits, and for the folks who provide the services that they will seek out? At the level of economic common sense, why would employers provide these benefits? Because unwanted, unplanned pregnancies are bad for business.

In addition to bodily indignity and psychological harms, people subjected to forced pregnancies must take leave and alter their work in ways that they did not plan for. Economic burdens fall on not just the
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64 Natasha Ishak, In 48 Hours Of Protest, Thousands of Americans Cry Out for Abortion Rights, VOX (June 26, 2022, 4:00 PM), https://www.vox.com/2022/6/26/23183750/abortion-rights-scotus-roe-overturned-protests [https://perma.cc/96R2-ADMC].


67 For example, corporations such as Amazon, Lyft, Uber, Adobe, and Google instituted policies pre-Dobbs (but post–draft opinion leak in May) to support employees seeking to terminate pregnancies, with many offering $4000 in abortion-related travel assistance. See Emma Goldberg, These Companies Will Cover Travel Expenses for Employee Abortions, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 19, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/article/abortion-companies-travel-expenses.html [https://perma.cc/6AJ7-4U2H]. Post-Dobbs, several more followed suit, including Disney, Meta, and the New York Times. Id.
state but also employers wishing to retain their workforce. Someone who has a child at a time when they did not intend could end up embarking on an entirely different career path — or an entirely different timeline. A famous (or infamous, depending on one’s political perspective) New York Times Magazine essay, The Abortion I Didn’t Have, was subtitled: “I never thought about ending my pregnancy. Instead, at 19, I erased the future I had imagined for myself.” The sheer possibility of so many unpredictable contingencies discourages employers from hiring people who can get pregnant.

This section will explore the incentives for companies to retain their employees with the capacity to get pregnant. The contemporary corporate landscape is marked by (1) antidiscrimination law, (2) research on the economic upside of diverse cohorts of employees, and (3) broad social pressure to hire a gender-diverse body of workers. Companies that assume that gender-diverse employees will exercise whatever reproductive choice is available to them are developing burgeoning abortion-travel policies to expand the range of choices for employees they hope to retain. These policies are severely limited to corporations that are highly visible and rely on a broad consumer base. This is where social consumer pressure and peer pressure from other corporations work. However, these benefits may be limited to only those persons who work for companies that are attending to public image, reading management consultant research, and hiring “top talent” from elite colleges and graduate schools (over seventy million American workers have a high school diploma but not a bachelor’s degree, and thus are rarely considered for many in-demand jobs in management, technology, and health care).

2. What Is Owed to Workers Who Can Become Pregnant? — Antidiscrimination law suggests a corporate responsibility to workers who can become pregnant. The late Justice Ginsburg raised several

69 Id.
72 Many early pro-choice policy adopters (such as Starbucks, Netflix, Google, Uber, Sephora, and Lyft) rely on a broad consumer base. See Goldberg, supra note 67; Blake Morgan, The Top 100 Most Customer-Centric Companies of 2022, FORBES (May 1, 2022, 7:10 PM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2022/05/01/the-top-100-most-customer-centric-companies-of-2022/?sh=23jhe8h73b38 [https://perma.cc/EW5M-CCXM].
early employment antidiscrimination cases to fame, including *Frontiero v. Richardson*[^74] and *Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld*,[^75] in which she argued on behalf of women and men that gender should not be a determinant in the denial of employment-related benefits.[^76] Section C discusses the evolution of antidiscrimination law to identify lessons for reproductive concerns. The statutes that make up this body of law include the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938[^77], the Equal Pay Act of 1963[^78], Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964[^79], the Family and Medical Leave Act[^80], the PDA, the Affordable Care Act[^81] (ACA), and the Americans with Disabilities Act[^82] (ADA). This legal infrastructure weighs on corporations that, where possible, have incentives to continue to hire and retain gender-diverse workers (including cis women and gender minorities).

Further, the benefits of gender-diverse cohorts and culturally and ethnically diverse cohorts of employees have been touted in recent years.[^83] Diversity research has been growing in the last decade, with robust numbers that illustrate how multi-identity teams directly lead to better business outcomes.[^84] Despite the proven benefits of gender inclusivity in the workplace, massive barriers existed even before the looming threats to broad reproductive freedom. In 2015, McKinsey identified several important factors contributing to the lack of women in leadership in industry and the much lower pay brackets of gender minorities in the workforce: “blocked economic potential” (such as denied leadership opportunities and assignments), “time spent in unpaid care work,” fewer (and now diminishing) legal rights, “political

[^78]: Id. § 206(d).
[^82]: 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101-12213.
[^84]: MEKALA KRISHNAN ET AL., MCKINSEY GLOB. INST., TEN THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT GENDER EQUALITY 7 (2020), https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/ten-things-to-know-about-gender-equality [https://perma.cc/TTPR-4ZM5] (“[C]ompanies in the bottom quartile for both gender and ethnic diversity were 27 percent more likely to underperform the industry average than all other firms.”). Modern representations abound of how these concerns can be foregrounded in DEI materials and recruitment while simultaneously ignored in partnership or promotion decisions. See, e.g., PARTNER TRACK (Netflix television series 2022).
underrepresentation,” and “violence against women.”\textsuperscript{85} The playing field has never been level for all gender minorities; race,\textsuperscript{86} sexuality, and disability are vital factors in determining access to opportunities.\textsuperscript{87} Increasing public awareness of these inequities is one factor driving greater social pressure to hire and retain a gender-diverse body of workers.\textsuperscript{88}

Broad social pressure on companies (stemming from robust new Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) policies, shareholder activism, and socially conscious purchasing by consumers) encourages employer support for workers who can become pregnant. Post-\textit{Dobbs}, several companies have announced abortion-travel policies with a few thousand dollars in funding.\textsuperscript{89} By all indications, companies will continue to institute similar policies and “benefits” for employees where possible.\textsuperscript{90} Enabling employees to end unwanted pregnancies can be framed as an ESG matter — signaling virtue to workers and clients — and promotes more efficient and successful business.\textsuperscript{91} The field of ESG is a developing realm of business pressures. “The idea is that investors should evaluate firms based not just on their commercial performance but also on their environmental and social record and their governance, typically using numerical scores.”\textsuperscript{92} Investors use these scores to screen investments based on the policies that the corporations

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{85} KRISHNAN ET AL., supra note 84, at 7.
\item \textsuperscript{86} Id. at 8 (“Women of color are especially underrepresented in the North American workforce and face the steepest drop-offs [from entry-level to C-suite] . . . These outcomes are mirrored in the day-to-day experiences [including microaggressions] of women of color in the workforce . . . . 40 percent of black women and 30 percent of Asian women say they needed to provide more evidence of their competence than others, compared with 28 percent of white women and 14 percent of men.”).
\item \textsuperscript{87} JESS HUANG ET AL., MCKINSEY & CO., WOMEN IN THE WORKPLACE 2019, at 8 (2019) https://womeninthe-workplace.com/Women_in_the_Workplace_2019.pdf [https://perma.cc/R6K2-NKD] (“Black women and women with disabilities face more barriers to advancement, get less support from managers, and receive less sponsorship than other groups of women.”).
\item \textsuperscript{88} Herman et al., supra note 71.
\item \textsuperscript{89} See Goldberg, supra note 67. The benefit level for abortion-travel assistance has been set at a few thousand dollars by most companies. \textit{Id}. This could be a reasonable travel budget, but it may be insufficient to address the legal uncertainties that abortion-related travel could raise.
\item \textsuperscript{90} See DON’T BAN EQUALITY, https://donthbanequality.com [https://perma.cc/XJ7W-6VC9] (listing over 750 companies and nonprofits that signed onto a statement condemning abortion restrictions as “bad for business”); \#WhatAreYourReproBenefits, RHIA VENTURES, https:// rhiaventures.org/corporate-engagement/whatareyoureprobene\[t\]s [https://perma.cc/MHE5-LE67] (logging all company-specific reproductive benefits into a central database and offering guidance on how companies can best support employees who can become pregnant).
\item \textsuperscript{91} See Barbara Ortutay & Dee-Ann Durbin, Companies Could Face Hurdles Covering Abortion Travel Costs, ASSOCIATED PRESS (July 5, 2022), https://apnews.com/article/abortion-us-supreme-court-health-dege1e12c54b6f1b9a3ae5f75a66885 [https://perma.cc/CRG4-ZWUV] (“It also makes some sense for companies to not have a bunch of employees that are highly distressed because they have unwanted pregnancies and have to carry the child to term.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
put in place — often around climate change or social justice concerns. Shareholder pressure has become a prominent avenue for pushing for reproductive rights. Spending proposals and plans for political involvement in reproductive rights have entered corporate boardrooms. The rhetoric around corporate social responsibility evolves every day that more consumers trust corporations in ways that exceed their trust in the media and government, and every day that corporations are pushed to be “proactive[ ]” with social policy, as opposed to reactive. Socially conscious consumers assert that they will be putting their money where their mouths are. This type of spending can influence how companies operate: many depend on clients who purchase according to the principle that one should buy only from companies that do good.

How will the inability to get an abortion affect whether women and gender-marginalized people will be able to find jobs? The unspoken pregnancy question has always existed: “Will this person get pregnant, thereby inconveniencing me and prompting a need to reshuffle?” But now it becomes an omnipresent threat: “Even if this person doesn’t seem to be planning to conceive, they could become pregnant by sheer virtue of having a uterus.” Due to social pressures, business benefits, and antidiscrimination law, companies cannot afford not to provide an abundance of reproductive health care options. But as a society, the United States cannot afford to rely primarily on corporate action as a solution for workers.

3. Antichoice Legislators at Loggerheads with Big Business. — These corporate allocations have prompted a strong reaction from anti-choice legislators. Fourteen state-level Texas lawmakers sent a letter to Lyft in May 2022 in response to their abortion-travel policy: “The state of Texas will take swift and decisive action if you do not immediately rescind your recently announced policy to pay for the travel expenses of
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96 See Matthew Tilley, The Increasingly Socially Conscious Consumer, VERICAST, https://www.vericast.com/insights/blog/the-increasingly-socially-conscious-consumer [https://perma.cc/QXE3-C5GJ] (“Consumers expect authentic social and corporate responsibility from brands . . . [and are part of a culture that] demand[s] change on long-standing issues including diversity . . . .”). Note that those who can afford to allocate their spending this way are often wealthier consumers, which increases the significance of retaining their patronage as morally driven clients.
women who abort their unborn children. The letter details potential mechanisms to punish corporate abortion-travel policies, including: (1) permitting Texan shareholders to sue executives of publicly traded companies that pay for abortion care and (2) allowing county district attorneys to pursue charges for abortion “crimes” anywhere in the state.

Federal antiabortion legislators are aiming to prevent existing corporate benefits from extending to pro-choice ESG policies. On May 3, 2022, following the actions of several companies in response to the leak of the Dobbs opinion, Senator Marco Rubio introduced a bill called the No Tax Breaks for Radical Corporate Activism Act. The bill would amend the tax code provisions on deductible employee travel to prohibit employers from deducting expenses related to their employees’ abortion-travel costs (and costs of employees’ families’ gender-affirming care).

4. Anticontraception Corporations: Forced Pregnancy Is Bad for Business — But Some Businesses Do Not Mind. — Abortion care and funding is a new frontier for corporations. However, the ACA insurance mandate for contraceptive coverage has long been contested — largely by companies who wish to eliminate it. In 2014, the Court held in Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. that for-profit corporations did not have to provide plans that included contraception if they contradicted employers’ religious beliefs (this exemption already existed for religious organizations and nonprofits). Several companies at that time openly announced that they did not wish to provide birth control. The government continues to address this issue in the administration of insurers’ plans. The ACA mandate has been the bulwark against this particular encroachment on workers’ rights to health

98 Id.
100 Id. § 162.
101 See Press Release, Sen. Marco Rubio, Rubio Introduces Bill to Remove Tax Breaks for Woke Corporations (May 4, 2022). The bill was written with specific attention to policies like Amazon’s and Disney’s. It was republished and discussed in June following the Dobbs decision. See Press Release, Sen. Marco Rubio, ICYMI: Rubio Introduces Bill to Remove Tax Breaks for Woke Corporations (June 27, 2022).
103 Id. at 690–91.
care, protecting the structure of these plans themselves by insisting that contraception be a part of covered goods.\textsuperscript{105} Post-Dobbs, the Biden Administration’s Secretaries of the Department of Health and Human Services, the Department of Labor, and the Department of the Treasury prioritized protecting access to contraception as part of the ACA mandate.\textsuperscript{106} Their joint statement asserted that contraception was essential health care and warned insurers against noncompliance.\textsuperscript{107} These explicit directions to insurers help to protect against potential protestations of uncertainty. Keeping protections of health services clear and widely encompassing is the necessary work of the state.

5. Corporate Care Packages Are Not the Answer. — The simultaneous burgeoning corporate threat to contraception and pledging of abortion-related travel funding illustrate the variegation of help and options in the world of employers and insurers. Access to abortion should not depend on which corporation someone works for. Americans cannot rely on corporations to do the work of providing workarounds and options for reproductive care.\textsuperscript{108}

Corporations have multiple competing incentives in these situations. Social pressure to provide abortion operates only on a subset of employers. Some employers are explicitly antichoice.\textsuperscript{109} Within businesses that do provide benefits, the benefits are not distributed equally. Marginalized, low-income groups are more likely to lack access (or face challenges taking advantage of benefits even if offered).\textsuperscript{110} Some

\begin{itemize}
    
    
    
    \item \textsuperscript{108} There are fundamental limitations to corporate action. In the broader scope of health care, where almost half of Americans get their general health insurance from their employer, the ACA had a strong salutary effect, illustrating how state action can provide broad relief in a way that employer action cannot. See Sherry Glied et al., Commonwealth Fund, EFFECT OF THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT ON HEALTH CARE ACCESS 4 (2017), https://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/issue-briefs/2017/may/effect-affordable-care-act-health-care-access [https://perma.cc/CTy9-CGZJ]. It bears further consideration that an abortion “benefit” may create tax consequences for the employee, which only the state can alleviate directly. See Jeff Green, Women Are at Risk of Being Taxed on US Abortion Travel Benefits, BLOOMBERG L. (July 29, 2022, 5:30 PM), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-07-29/the-tax-man-cometh-for-americans-seeking-abortion-travel-benefits [https://perma.cc/BR2C-MX3Z].
    
    \item \textsuperscript{109} See, e.g., Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 573 U.S. 682 (2014).
    
    \item \textsuperscript{110} See Meghan McCoy Carino, Abortion Travel Benefit Unlikely to Reach Many Low-Wage Workers, MARKETPLACE (June 27, 2022), https://www.marketplace.org/2022/06/27/abortion-
employers may view this decision largely in economic terms (for example, as weighing the risk of employee departures and consumer losses against the litigation risk of providing abortion benefits), and that calculus can change, especially with recent antichoice laws that mobilize citizen vigilantes.

The state, by contrast, is perceived to be driven by a more singular set of incentives: to protect individuals citizens’ bodies, rights, and property. At the state level, protecting rights to sexual and reproductive care can be achieved with referenda and state constitutional amendments and protections. At the federal level, such protections come from federal legislation and agency enforcement.

C. The Necessity of State Protections and Rights

Government-provided protections begin with the overarching question of access. A state or federal government ensuring broad access to reproductive care is the quickest and most direct path to a more level playing field in the context of employment. In the immediate aftermath of Dobbs, ballot referenda and state constitutional amendments are the main prospects for this development. Since the imperfect Roe decision, federal constitutional arguments have been raised to suggest that Equal Protection or the Thirteenth Amendment could serve as more capacious bases for reproductive rights; however, these positions are

travel-benefit-unlikely-to-reach-many-low-wage-workers [https://perma.cc/T3TB-A94K]. Adia Harvey Wingfield, Do Your Company’s Abortion Benefits Cover Your Most Vulnerable Workers?, HARV. BUS. REV. (July 8, 2022), https://hbr.org/2022/07/do-your-companies-abortion-benefits-cover-your-most-vulnerable-workers[https://perma.cc/F3FY-TJYT] (“Corporate decisions to fund workers’ travel for abortion care or to include it as a benefit . . . won’t just replicate economic inequality, but it will have gendered and racial consequences, too.”).


out of vogue given the current direction of a virulently antichoice Supreme Court115 and federal judiciary.116

1. 

1. Lessons from the Road: The Evolution of Anti–Gender Discrimination Employment Law. — As abortion access and gender equity are inextricably linked, the evolution of anti–gender discrimination employment law can offer helpful insights for understanding the future of reproductive justice. It takes multiple courses of legislation, litigation, and administrative enforcement for workforce participation to meaningfully improve. A multipronged, state-led campaign inevitably impacts governance at the individual employer level. In contrast, an employer taking individual steps to secure their workforce can deleteriously absolve the state of its vital role in taking protective action.

Employment antidiscrimination laws for women became a cause célèbre in part because of the work of the late Justice Ginsburg.117 Antidiscrimination opinions have not, however, been limited to the Court’s “liberal” Justices. When the Bostock v. Clayton County118 opinion, authored by Justice Gorsuch and holding that Title VII prohibits employment discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity,119 hit the news, antidiscrimination law suddenly came under public (and nonlegal) scrutiny, garnering attention beyond the advocacy organizations that had been waging the fight for decades.120 Though some scholars raised concerns about how nonbinary, gender-nonconforming, and bisexual folks, as well as other gender or sexual minorities, were cut out of the conversation,121 many communities celebrated the opinion as a step in the right direction. Preceding recent antidiscrimination fervor

forced or compulsory pregnancy contravenes enumerated rights in the Constitution, namely the 13th Amendment’s prohibition against involuntary servitude and protection of bodily autonomy, as well as the 14th Amendment’s defense of privacy and freedom.”); Andrew Koppelman, Forced Labor: A Thirteenth Amendment Defense of Abortion, 84 NW. U. L. REV. 480, 483–84 (1990).


117 See supra notes 74–76 and accompanying text.

118 140 S. Ct. 1731 (2020).

119 Id. at 1754.


came Myra Bradwell’s fight for her right to be a lawyer,122 Pauli Murray’s intersectional claims on the rights of people of color and women to freely seek and find work,123 and Justice Ginsburg’s benefits cases on behalf of men,124 which established women’s rights to be breadwinners and economically whole.125 There are a number of antidiscrimination laws that built a rickety infrastructure for defending narrow causes rooted in gender and/or the capacity to get pregnant.126 The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 set a minimum wage;127 as more women work minimum wage jobs than men,128 every increase in the minimum wage129 has a gendered effect. While the Equal Pay Act of 1963 illegalized explicit pay differences on the basis of sex,130 the dramatic pay gap persists.131 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is likely the most central of the statutory protections for women in the workplace and has been read to include proscriptions on discrimination regarding gender stereotyping and gay and lesbian relationships.132 The Family and Medical Leave Act and the PDA are often considered the most central to reproductive freedoms in the workplace, perhaps simply because the names call to mind the capacity to get pregnant. In practice, the ACA133 and ADA134 also do immense work to protect those freedoms on a broader scale. All these laws encourage corporations to, where possible, continue to hire and retain gender-diverse workers (including cis women and gender minorities). The upshot is that a broad legislative package with specific enforcement mechanisms is key to protecting reproductive rights. Following Title VII, between 1966 and 2013, women’s workforce

---

124 See generally GILLIAN THOMAS, BECAUSE OF SEX: ONE LAW, TEN CASES, AND FIFTY YEARS THAT CHANGED AMERICAN WOMEN’S LIVES AT WORK (1st ed. 2016).
133 See 29 U.S.C. § 207(e); 42 U.S.C. § 300gg-13 (including breastfeeding care and a malleable contraception mandate).
134 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101–12113 (including policies for leave, maternal injury, and others).
participation rate increased from 31.5% to 48.7%. These results are primarily because Title VII was not toothless — Congress encouraged regular and effective action on discrimination claims by creating the robustly funded Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) “to enforce Title VII and eliminate unlawful employment discrimination.” Without the EEOC, even tracking these indicators of minority participation in the workforce would be infeasible.

2. Solutions on the Table: Rights-Protective Direct Democracy Could Offer Workers Necessary Reproductive Justice. — Though gerrymandering and voter suppression preempt many promises of democratic recourse for reproductive rights through the traditional voter mechanisms, the 2022 midterm elections evinced mass political support for reproductive rights. Following a rights-supportive Kansas referendum in August 2022, five states introduced ballot measures designed to enshrine reproductive protections in their state constitutions or to definitively restrict abortion rights. Those protecting reproductive rights passed; those that were devised to restrict those rights were struck down.

The process of leveraging ballot measures for progressive goals appeared to reinvigorate the popular voice at a time when representative democracy was faltering. Historically, legal scholars have argued that ballot measures are underscrutinized by courts and that this form of direct democracy can result in the suppression of political speech and an imbalance in electoral outcomes in particular cases. In the homophobic social climate of 1974–2012, anti-gay ballot measures regularly resulted in anti-gay outcomes at the ballot box. The homophobic “tyranny of the majority” that advocates identified in these measures resounded through the LGBTQ+ community and left lasting negative psychological effects on individuals (even when anti-gay measures failed). Indeed, as Professor Barbara Gamble writes, the question that “persistently haunts the use of direct democracy” is majoritarian tyranny.

137 For an example of the in-depth workforce data collection and analysis performed by the EEOC, see Indicators (2013) with a Look at EEO-1 Data for the 50th Anniversary, U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM’N, https://www.eeoc.gov/data/indicators-2013with-look-eeo-1-data-50th-anniversary [https://perma.cc/QLK7-QZKQ].
138 See generally Siegel, supra note 62.
141 See, e.g., id.
142 Barbara S. Gamble, Putting Civil Rights to a Popular Vote, 41 AM. J. POL. SCI. 245, 245 (1997).
often profoundly vulnerable at the ballot box, but 2022 evinced something unique and nigh unprecedented in the realm of direct democracy.

On August 2, 2022, Kansas — the first state to vote on the right to abortion since the Court’s overturning of Roe on June 24, 2022 — became the first win for abortion rights at the ballot box. The ballot asked voters whether to remove state constitutional protections for abortion — a provision upheld by the Kansas Supreme Court in 2019. In the end, voters refused to remove the protections.

Amidst interjurisdictional challenges and the threat of criminalization, the Kansas referendum was the beginning of a wave of pro-choice referenda votes in Montana, Kentucky, Michigan, California, and Vermont in November 2022. In Montana, voters rejected LR-131, an abortion measure that would have imposed criminal penalties on health care providers. If adopted, the measure would have required doctors to treat any fetus that presented breath or muscle movement after being extracted, including as part of an abortion procedure. Health care providers feared this would “compel [them] to intervene in futile and tragic circumstances, taking a dying infant away from their parents . . . in their final moments of life.” A violation would constitute a felony with a sentence of up to twenty years in state prison or a fine of up to $50,000. Crucial to the rejection of the referendum was the Montanan medical community — physicians, nurses, and community

---
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144 Dylan Lysen et al., Voters in Kansas Decide to Keep Abortion Legal in the State, Rejecting an Amendment, NPR (Aug. 3, 2022, 2:18 AM), https://www.npr.org/sections/2022-live-primary-election-race-results/2022/08/02/1115315596/kansas-voters-abortion-legal-reject-constitutional-amendment [https://perma.cc/g6XG-M4U7].
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health workers — who helped to dispel misconceptions about “medically inaccurate and misguided legislation.”

In Kentucky, voters rejected Amendment 2 to the state constitution, a proposal that would have constitutionalized an anti-abortion state policy. The amendment proposed: “To protect human life, nothing in this Constitution shall be construed to secure or protect a right to abortion or require the funding of abortion.” Kentucky already has a law banning most abortions at any stage of pregnancy, as well as another law that bans any abortion after six weeks of pregnancy. Both have been challenged in lawsuits but have been authorized as enforceable in the interim. In a state with extreme restrictions, the amendment’s rejection stemmed the tide of further constrictive bans; it demonstrated popular will for ongoing engagement in the battle for reproductive rights.

In Michigan, voters passed Proposal 3, enshrining abortion rights at the constitutional level. Article 1, section 28 of the Michigan Constitution now establishes, among other things, an individual’s right to “reproductive freedom, which entails the right to make and effectuate decisions about all matters relating to pregnancy.” The amendment will also prevent an obsolete 1931 abortion ban that criminalizes abortion without exceptions for rape or incest from going into effect.


157 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 311.772 (West 2019); see Bruce Schreiner & Beth Campbell, Kentucky Voters Reject Constitutional Amendment on Abortion, PBS (Nov. 9, 2022, 9:13 AM), https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/kentucky-voters-reject-constitutional-amendment-on-abortion [https://perma.cc/MZJ-JSDD].

158 See KY. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 311.7701–7711 (West 2019) (banning abortions after a fetal heartbeat is detectable, which generally occurs around six weeks of gestation).


Abortion advocates had been planning for this fight for years before Roe was overturned.163 The geographic centrality of Michigan made this fight even more essential. The state is surrounded by Wisconsin, Ohio, and Indiana; Michigan providers are often the default abortion providers for patients in those states who cannot receive care in those states. Organizers submitted over 750,000 signatures — over 300,000 more than the necessary 425,000 — to put Proposal 3 on the ballot.164 The success of such ballot initiatives165 preserved a measure of voter control over reproductive policy, upholding a rights-based status quo.

During the 2022 midterms, California voters passed Proposition 1, which enshrined abortion rights in the state constitution.166 While other states contend with looming closures of last clinics167 or “pill fairies” crossing the border,168 a broader reproductive justice framework might be a workable experiment in states where the popular voices of voters and legislators are as impassioned as those in California appear to be.

Voters in Vermont’s midterms passed Proposal 5, which amended the constitution to protect rights to pregnancy, abortion, and birth control.169 The adopted amendment, article 22, reflects concern for the needs of people who can become pregnant.170 The Vermont legislature first proposed this liberty-protective amendment in 2019,171 years before Dobbs, seeing the end of Roe on the horizon.

---
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170 See VT. CONST. ch. 1, art. 22.
In some ways, the evolution of these victories through direct democracy is a confounding phenomenon. In the last few decades of the twentieth century, voters approved over seventy-five percent of citizen initiatives that restricted civil rights in housing and public accommodations for racial minorities, school desegregation, gay rights, English-language laws, and AIDS policies.172 Considering only about thirty percent of all initiatives and popular referenda pass overall, this rate is shockingly high.173 For years, critical race theorists had expressed concerns about the danger of direct democracy for minority rights. Professor Derrick Bell wrote that “direct democracy, carried out in the privacy of the voting booth, has diminished the ability of minority groups to participate in the democratic process.”174 In the late 1970s, Bell noted that referenda “enable[ ] . . . voters’ racial beliefs and fears to be recorded and tabulated in their pure form,” facilitating “bias, discrimination, and prejudice.”175 Minority rights and individual liberties are threatened by “a device that aggregates without filtering.”176

The question of abortion is freighted with questions of racial, social, and class status. Voters of different social identities reacted differently to the possibility of abortion bans, perhaps because these are laws that address a marginalized population — but not one that is a numerical minority — or because the laws took the shape of revoking an existing right. In an exceptional turn of populism in this intersectional question, putting it to “the people” offered a rare win for people of color, people living below the poverty line, and gender and sexual minorities.

At the federal level, organizers have advocated for the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act,177 which passed both the House and Senate in December 2022.178 Analogous state-level legislation was introduced in New York in 2012.179 Thirty states and the District of Columbia have added further protections, twenty-three of which have been passed in the last decade.180 However, state-level advocacy is the priority for immediate action. A newborn chimera of rights-protecting direct democracy offers vital potential solutions.

172 Gamble, supra note 142, at 253.
173 Id. at 254.
175 Id. at 14–15.
Conclusion

For the sake of a well-functioning society that includes people of all genders and reproductive capacities, the United States must force courts and legislatures to face litigation and policy proposals that challenge the most restrictive or criminalizing provisions aimed at reproductive justice workers. The linkages between various segments of the working population who are able to get pregnant align with the concerns of people marginalized by race, gender, and other identity factors as they seek economic opportunities. If state action is deficient, the image of the situation unfolding is bleak: Lawyers with binders of ever-changing laws attempt research at the same time as doctors hesitate to treat a hemorrhaging patient. Criminal punishments for reproductive care apply not just to providers, but also to pregnant people and those who assist them. Prosecutions and complaints come from both the state and private citizens. Advocates must fight for protections that are broader than the punishments newly available under a contemporary legal regime shaped by Dobbs.

181 See generally Michele Goodwin, Policing the Womb (2020).
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